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RESEARCH ARTICLE

Beyond emissions trading to a negative carbon economy: a proposed
carbon removal obligation and its implementation
Johannes Bednara,b, Justin Macinante c, Artem Baklanova,d, James Hallb, Fabian Wagnera, Navraj
S. Ghaleighc and Michael Obersteinerb

aInternational Institute for Applied Systems Analysis, Laxenburg, Austria; bUniversity of Oxford, Oxford, UK; cThe University of
Edinburgh, Edinburgh, UK; dHSE University, St Petersburg, Russian Federation

ABSTRACT
According to most climate mitigation scenario assessments, limiting global warming
to 1.5–2°C in the long run will not be possible without the extensive deployment of
carbon dioxide removal (CDR) from the atmosphere. CDR is required for drawing
down and achieving net-zero CO2 emissions by mid-century. Thereafter, CO2

removals will likely need to exceed residual CO2 emissions, resulting in net
negative emissions. A policy framework based on ‘carbon removal obligations’
(CROs) has been proposed to respond to concerns about the financial and fiscal
viability, the lack of incentives for CDR uptake, as well as the physical and
technological risks associated with any climate mitigation scenario that relies on
large scale CDR. Here we propose an updated and improved CRO policy
framework, consisting of two core elements: the ‘principal CRO mechanism’ obliges
emitters of a tonne of CO2 to remove a tonne of CO2 at the time of maturity of the
CRO. On top of this obligation, CRO holders need to pay a fee for the temporary
storage of CO2 in the atmosphere. This ‘CRO pricing instrument’ is used by
regulators to steer the carbon emissions and removals pathways independently.
Our update suggests that markets for CDR under the CRO framework should
operate independently from markets for emission reductions. We propose a
blueprint for legal implementation where CROs are integrated akin to private
financial borrowing and debt mechanisms. By aligning CROs with established
financial systems, we leverage familiar institutional roles, seamlessly integrating
climate mitigation into the core economy.

Key policy insights:
. The proposal applies the polluter pays principle to the costs of carbon removal

from the atmosphere, whilst providing legal guarantees that the removals will
materialize.

. By placing climate change mitigation pricing levers in the hands of the traditional
managers of financial stability, that is, central banks, better account is taken of the
externality of carbon emissions as part of core economic and financial
management, with the corollary that climate change mitigation response
management is better integrated into the economic mainstream.

. Establishing a standard for the creation of removal units by CDR projects facilitates
a more efficient market by reducing transaction costs and enhancing price
discovery.

. Early action by government to put in place legislative measures indicating the
direction of policy, and a timetable for introducing CROs, would enhance
private sector confidence and engagement in the CDR project sector.
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1. Introduction

Many countries – representing more than two thirds of global GDP – and numerous international corporations,
have pledged to achieve net zero carbon emissions by mid-century (Black et al., 2021; Rogelj et al., 2021).
However, the 6th assessment report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) highlights
that the 1.5°C threshold will likely be surpassed already in the mid-2030s – even if immediate emission
reduction measures were implemented globally (Canadell et al., 2021). At the current rate of greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions to the atmosphere, the remaining cumulative (RC) global carbon budget1 to stay
within an average global surface temperature increase of 1.5°C by 2100, will be consumed within the next
decade, if not sooner (Lamboll et al., 2023). More specifically, the global RC carbon budget for a 50% likelihood
to limit global warming to 1.5, 1.7 and 2°C has, respectively, reduced to 105 GtC, 200 GtC and 335 GtC from the
beginning of 2023, equivalent to 9, 18 and 30 years from 2022 onwards and assuming 2022 emissions levels
(Friedlingstein et al., 2022).

To limit warming to 1.5–2°C in the long run, most model-based assessments agree that carbon dioxide
removal (CDR) from the atmosphere will be needed at large scale (Riahi et al., 2022). A variety of mechanisms
have been proposed for this, including measures like afforestation and reforestation, and technological options
such as bioenergy with carbon capture and storage (BECCS) and direct air carbon capture and storage (DACCS).
Climate mitigation scenarios assessed by the IPCC foresee two different time horizons for such CDR deployment
in the context of stringent climate goals: in the near to medium-term the role of CDR is to support emission
reductions (ERs)2 for achieving net zero CO2 emissions by mid-century. In the long run, CDR needs to
exceed residual emissions from sectors remaining hard to decarbonize (Luderer et al., 2018), in order to
achieve net CO2 removals or net negative emissions (Gasser et al., 2015), as illustrated in Figure 1a. Net CO2

removals reduce atmospheric carbon stocks and can induce a cooling of the planet, if other GHG emissions
also decline sufficiently (Fuglestvedt et al., 2018). In that case, even 1.5°C can still be met by 2100 despite
the temporary overshoot of the target.

Bednar et al. (2021) address the long-term role of CDR based on a rationale of intergenerational fairness,
proposing regulatory arrangements that introduce the carbon removal obligation (CRO). They argue that emit-
ters causing the overshoot of the RC carbon budget need to remain liable for delivering the net carbon
removals required to reverse the overshoot in the second half of the century. Furthermore, they contend
that the price of temporary atmospheric carbon storage – comparable to temporary CO2 storage through affor-
estation – can be quantified and should rightfully be shouldered by emitters. In the absence of such an inter-
temporal mechanism that enforces the polluter pays principle (PPP), net removals would become a ‘public
waste management task’, potentially imposing a huge fiscal burden on future generations on top of the
growing climatic impacts (Bednar et al., 2019). On the other hand, fully decarbonizing the global economy
before overshooting the 1.5°C warming target, would require radical measures (Grubler et al., 2018) which
will likely not be achieved within this narrow time frame.

The CRO policy framework is appealing for a couple of reasons: first, it allows CDR-based climate change
mitigation to be streamlined into the economy using the existing principle of interest-bearing financial debt.
By taking this approach, emitters are not only legally obligated to ensure carbon removals, but are also man-
dated to make payments as long as their CO2 emissions persist in the atmosphere. In this way, the PPP is upheld
and enforced (Stainforth, 2021). It is expected that this scheme can attract significant private capital as the basis
for the robust functioning of a CDR market in the near-term. Second, CRO pricing ensures that near-term ERs
and CDRs are not compromised by the possibility of net removals later in the century. In other words, it reduces
the moral hazard that would likely lead to mitigation deterrence (Fankhauser & Hepburn, 2010) if contracting a
CRO were for free. CRO pricing thus assures that – where possible – CDR is deployed in addition to, and not
instead of, ERs.

1The remaining cumulative (RC) carbon budget represents the cumulative net emissions quantity until 2100 compatible with a specific
warming threshold, such as 1.5°C.

2Emission reductions compared to a baseline scenario might include carbon capture and storage (CCS) but do not include any atmospheric
carbon removals.
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This paper builds on, amends and extends the mechanisms conceptualized in Bednar et al. (2021). Moreover,
it provides a concrete roadmap for the implementation of the overall CRO policy framework, as proposed
herein. We proceed as follows: In section 2 we revisit the scope of the principal CRO mechanism as envisaged
by Bednar et al. (2021). Moreover, we explain the CRO pricing instrument, for which a novel analytical model has
been developed. In section 3 we begin to explore possible legal frameworks, instruments and mechanisms that
might enable implementation of the CRO policy framework, so as to facilitate operationalization of a negative
carbon economy. We set out conclusions in section 4.

Figure 1. Panel a: Elements characterizing a carbon emissions pathway. Net CO2 emissions (opaque grey area) equal gross emissions (all grey
areas) minus gross removals (all blue areas). Net emissions coincide with gross emissions in the near future until carbon dioxide removal (CDR)
is ramped up. When gross emissions equal gross removals, net zero CO2 emissions are achieved (vertical dashed line). Beyond net zero, gross
removals exceed gross emissions, resulting in net negative emissions or net carbon removals (opaque blue area). Net emissions deplete the
remaining cumulative (RC) carbon budget, whereas net removals replenish an overshot RC carbon budget. Gross emissions which remain hard-
to-abate in the long-term are labelled residual emissions. ‘CDR’ is a general term which comprises gross removals and net negative emissions,
or the underlying technologies and practices, depending on the context. Panel b: Elements characterizing the CRO framework. Carbon debt is
generated by gross emissions once the RC carbon budget has been depleted, here around 2030. Carbon debt is compensated intertemporally
by gross removals. Panel c: The repayment term structure shows the time to maturity in years as a function of the date of issuance for the
profile in panel b. For an analytical definition see Bednar et al. (2023).
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2. The updated CRO

The CRO policy framework consists of two elements: the principal CRO mechanism and a CRO pricing instru-
ment. The transition from the proposals in Bednar et al. (2021) to that proposed in this paper with respect
to these elements is demonstrated in section 2 in the Supplementary Information. Here we elaborate on the
elements of the CRO policy framework, as now proposed.

2.1. Theoretical considerations

The principal CRO mechanism is executed by CRO issuing entities and dictates that for every tonne of CO2

emitted as ‘carbon debt’, a CRO is issued to the emitter. We classify emissions that exceed the RC carbon
budget as this carbon debt,3 as in Figure 1b. CROs in turn oblige emitters to remove an equivalent amount
of CO2 upon the CRO’s maturity (see Figure 2). Hence, CROs are issued at the time of emission and remain
with emitters until CRO maturity. At maturity, emitters must possess removal units (Macinante & Singh Gha-
leigh, 2022) for CRO cancellation, purchased on a CDR market or obtained via certified ‘in-house’ CDR oper-
ations. It is expected that removal units are traded competitively on a CDR market, ensuring CDR
implementation at the lowest cost by capable entities at CRO maturity.

The CRO pricing instrument, on the other hand, encompasses the delineation and application of an apt CRO
Premium, a two-stage process conducted by separate entities (elaborated in section 3). Initially, the regulator
sets the CRO Base Premium (e.g. in EUR per tonne CO2) as a financial incentive to steer the emissions pathway.
Subsequently, commercial CRO issuers impose emitter-specific Commercial Premiums atop this base and deter-
mine maturity profiles. Determination of these parameters aims to minimize idiosyncratic risks, as issuers
remain liable for CDR deployment if CRO-holders default. Moreover, Premium payments financially compensate
issuers for these risks taken. The maturity profiles and Commercial Premiums reflect the emitter’s financial pos-
ition: a stronger position may warrant longer maturities and potentially lower Premiums, while a weaker pos-
ition might see shorter maturities and higher Premiums. This approach ensures that emitters have a clear basis
for deciding whether to reduce emissions or secure CROs. The total Premium may manifest as a financial inter-
est rate, termed originally a ‘carbon debt interest rate’ (Bednar et al., 2021), a periodic fee, or, at its simplest, a
one-off payment by the emitter upon the CRO’s issuance (illustrated in Figure 3). While Figure 1c presents an
idealized repayment term structure derived from a typical mitigation scenario, it is essential to understand that
this aggregate pattern emerges from the combined individual maturity settings of all emitters. Due to vari-
ations in individual settings reflecting financial risk considerations, the real-world aggregate repayment trajec-
tory might differ substantially from what current mitigation scenarios suggest.

The principal CROmechanism paired with the CRO pricing instrument defines the ERs’marginal costs at CRO
issuance and the CDR price upon the CRO’s maturity: under idealized perfect foresight conditions within the
CRO framework, emitters would reduce emissions until ERs’ marginal costs equate to CRO-associated marginal
costs – the present value sum of future marginal removal costs and the CRO Premium. A Premium increase for a
set maturity period would reduce CRO demand, resulting in fewer issued CROs and diminished removal
demand at maturity, hence lowering the CDR price at maturity.4 Fewer CROs being issued implies more ERs
in the near-term, and elevated ERs’ marginal costs.

The principal CRO mechanism presumes a CDR market’s existence but not one for ERs. An ERs market could
conceivably coexist with the CRO framework, given conditions delineated in Supplementary Information,
section 2. Separation of the CDR market permits divergent marginal costs between CDR and ERs, attributed
to factors like different technological learning rates (see Figure 3c). This separation paves the way for individual
target determination for ERs and CDR (see Figure 3d), a potentially beneficial strategy for various reasons
(McLaren et al., 2019), encompassing political factors (Geden et al., 2019; Geden & Schenuit, 2020). Target
setting coupled with technological learning rate variations are elaborated upon in section 2.2 scenarios.

3In this manuscript, we equate gross emissions to carbon debt, essentially positing an RC carbon budget of zero. Thus, we consider the CRO
framework’s initiation to align with the RC carbon budget’s exhaustion (refer to Figure 1b). Nonetheless, there exist compelling arguments for
initializing the CRO framework before this depletion, as detailed in the Supplementary Information.

4Compare the two scenarios in Figure 3 for an illustration of that effect.
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The principal CRO mechanism ensures that gross emissions and removals in total stay within the RC carbon
budget, whereas CRO pricing plays a crucial role in determining how ERs and removals contribute over time to
achieving this goal. The purpose of defining a Base Premium is thus to incentivize gross emission and removal
pathways that are in line with a broader set of climate policy targets and/or risk considerations. Furthermore,
revenues generated from Base Premium payments, conceptualized as compensation for temporary

Figure 2. At the time of emission, an Issuer issues a CRO to the emitter, held until maturity. By maturity, emitters must own a removal unit (RU),
generated by CDR projects and traded on a CDR market or directly generated by certified in-house operations of the emitter. The CRO is can-
celled against an RU at maturity. Between issuance and maturity, emitters pay a Premium, serving to (1) reduce emitter-specific (idiosyncratic)
risks, (2) guide the emissions and removals paths and (3) potentially allocate revenues towards mitigating future loss & damage or adaptation
needs related to temporary atmospheric CO2 stocks. In the figure, dashed boxes indicate actions or events; green arrows denote financial flows;
blue arrows represent the exchange of CROs and RUs; and orange arrows depict physical CO2 fluxes.

Figure 3. Climate mitigation scenarios based on a 1.5°C RC carbon budget (400GtCO2 from 2020 onwards). For the full range of scenarios see
Bednar et al. (2023). The left column (a, c, e) reflects a standard mitigation scenario, whereas the right column (b, d, f) illustrates a scenario
where gross removals were capped at 2 GtC/a, similar to the scenario archetypes in Obersteiner et al. (2018). Panels a & b: Emission profiles,
including gross emissions (black), gross removals (orange) and net emissions/removals (grey). In panel b gross removals were capped at 2 GtC/
a (red dashed line). Panels c & d: Present value marginal cost paths of emission reductions (ERs, black) and carbon dioxide removal (CDR,
orange); as well as the present value CRO Base Premium (red dashed line). The CRO Base Premium is defined as the present value of marginal
costs of ERs at issuance of the CRO minus the present value CDR price at maturity. Capping gross removals implies a larger CRO Premium in
panel d than in panel c. Panels e & f: Cumulative CO2 emissions above the RC carbon budget. The upper bound for gross removals reduces the
overshoot of the RC carbon budget and associated risks.
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atmospheric CO2 storage, can be effectively allocated to mitigate loss and damage attributable to these
additional temporary CO2 stocks, or to the resultant adaptation needs. This allocation contributes to the realiz-
ation of intergenerational climate equity goals, aligning with suggestions posited in Bednar et al. (2021).

In terms of steering emissions and removals paths, intermediate targets (Rogelj et al., 2019) such as achiev-
ing net zero CO2 emissions by 2050, could be induced by appropriately imposing a time dependent Base
Premium. Similarly, the Base Premium can be utilized to discourage emitters from obtaining CROs that
would result in exceeding a specified threshold for removals at a given CRO maturity, as depicted in Figure
3b. In this manner, the Base Premium can serve as an incentive for a soft upper limit on removals. This
might reduce the overshoot (Figure 3f) and the associated risks, recognizing that it is still unclear whether
from technological, environmental and economic perspectives CDR can be deployed at the required scale to
reverse the overshoot (Fuss et al., 2018; Honegger & Reiner, 2018; Lawrence et al., 2018; Obersteiner et al.,
2018). More sophisticated CRO pricing strategies could be targeted at internalizing the physical risks associated
with an overshoot by quantifying the likelihood and impact of climatic feedbacks, such as the melting of ice
sheets, permafrost thaw (Gasser et al., 2018), or other tipping points (Armstrong McKay et al., 2022). If such feed-
backs lead to additional warming, for instance through CO2 outgassing from permafrost soils, they would put at
risk the attainability of the temperature target even if cumulative emissions complied with the RC carbon
budget – which the principal CRO mechanism aims to assure.

The analytical model introducing the CRO pricing mechanism is explained in a recent working paper (Bednar
et al., 2023). One way of determining the CRO Base Premium is through modelling of the properties of the pro-
cesses relevant for climate mitigation in the physical, technological and socio-economic environment, as well as
the consideration of additional climate targets, such as net zero CO2 emissions by 2050. The CRO Base Premium
is then derived ex-post from marginal abatement cost paths – a method which is fully compatible with the
model-based practice adopted by many regulators and scientific communities to compute carbon prices, for
which countless examples exist in the climate economic literature. On the basis that the assumptions under-
lying such numerical models are valid, the CRO Base Premium can be imposed to adjust price levels of ERs
and CDR which then incentivize the preferred behaviour among emitters and the CDR industry. Realistically,
an adaptive approach will be required to adjust the CRO Base Premium iteratively using model-based estimates
backed by carbon market observational data, and considering other factors that determine a socially desirable
mitigation pathway. The CRO Commercial Premium is determined by the issuing entities based on normal
credit risk evaluations (Lando, 2004), which the analytical CRO model does not address.

2.2. CRO based climate mitigation scenarios

Bednar et al. (2023) also set out a detailed scenario analysis based on a simple numerical model with techno-
logical change represented by ‘learning-by-doing’. Two of the scenarios are illustrated in Figure 3, including a
scenario where CDR is capped at 2 GtC/year (7.3 GtCO2/year) in panels b, d and f. Important conclusions for the
integration of CDR into carbon policy schemes can be drawn from the scenario analysis: First, the initially high
costs of CDR options like BECCS and DACCS compared to ERs is one of the frequent arguments used against
CDR integration into ETSs. An ETS would require additional financial resources to cover that price gap
between ERs and CDR, or else fail to stimulate innovation and early uptake of CDR (Burke & Gambhir, 2022;
Rickels et al., 2021). A similar situation applies for the scenarios in Figure 3, where the price of CDR exceeds
that of ERs. However, according to the principal CRO mechanism, ERs at CRO issuance always compete with
CDR at maturity.5 This time lag increases the competitiveness of CDR and even allows for charging a positive
CRO Base Premium in almost all of the examined pathways in Bednar et al. (2023), instead of the need for
additional funding an ETS would have to supply. Second, allowing the price levels to diverge is not only the
prerequisite for separate target setting for ERs and CDR, as in Figure 3b. It also leads to a more cost-
effective pathway than is achievable under a policy scheme requiring a single price. Even in the absence of
additional constraints for emissions and/or removals as in Figure 3a, price levels diverge due to endogenous
technological change. A generalization towards sectoral CRO pricing, which considers the different learning

5This is in some ways similar to the mechanism described in Rickels et al. (2021).
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rates and inertias in CDR portfolios, the emitting sectors as well as their abatement options, would likely further
improve flexibility and cost effectiveness.

3. Legal frameworks, instruments and mechanisms for implementation

While recognizing that other approaches may be possible, this section aims to illustrate relatively straightfor-
ward legislative actions to provide for implementation of the CRO policy framework envisaged in the preceding
section. In the proposed implementation scenario, central banks as regulators and commercial banks as CRO
issuing entities have roles to play in the allocation/distribution of CROs to emitter entities, via mechanisms
similar to those dealing with private financial borrowing and debt.

3.1. Initial discussion

Carbon debt is treated as financial debt in the balance sheets of emitters, represented by CROs. For example,
each tonne of CO2 emissions equals one CRO. Like financial debt, CROs accrue interest, referenced herein as the
CRO Premium. The CRO Base Premium is determined by the central bank. The CRO Commercial Premium is
determined by the commercial CRO issuer bank for their customer-emitter entities based on normal credit
risk evaluations, terms and conditions including collateral. CRO Premium payments might be hypothecated
in part to a fund for specific future purposes,6 just as a sovereign fund might be. CROs are discharged by
the CRO holder acquiring and surrendering/retiring removal units generated by a CDR project.

Elements for implementation of the proposed CRO policy framework thus include:

i a legal obligation for prescribed legal entities to report their emissions;
ii the date when the RC carbon budget is defined to be expended (or a process to determine a temporally

distributed instantaneous (TDI) carbon budget, as explained in the Supplementary Information);
iii emissions overshooting the RC or TDI carbon budget being defined in law as carbon debt that must be

included by prescribed legal entities in their financial accounts (e.g. in the balance sheet);
iv carbon debt being subject to a financial CRO Premium – both for the commercial banks and the banks’

emitter-customers that are prescribed legal entities;
v carbon debt being extinguished by prescribed legal entities acquiring and retiring removal units;
vi removal units being generated and issued by CDR projects;
vii provision for funds generated by CRO Base Premium payments on the commercial banks’ accounts with

the central bank – and perhaps also a portion of the CRO Commercial Premium payments by the emitter
entities to their issuer commercial banks – to be hypothecated against future climate change manage-
ment risks; and

viii carbon debt not being able to be written off, but rather needing to be paid off. Thus, in the case of an
insolvent emitter, any outstanding carbon debt will need to be paid off by the CRO issuing entity (i.e.
commercial bank that issued it).

By treating carbon debt the same as any other business debt, the CROs on the emitter’s balance sheet would
need to be taken into account when considering the emitter’s solvency. This underscores the need for an estab-
lished marketplace for removal units to be functioning robustly, well before CROs become applicable, so that
liability can be ascertained and budgeted for by emitters. There would also be other relevant regulatory pro-
visions to be taken into account, for instance, such as the rules against insolvent trading.

Moreover, the CRO policy framework, as proposed in Bednar et al. (2021), holds that ‘ … To assure its physical
conservation and exert control over its aggregate level, carbon debt would initially be issued at the base rate by
managing authorities – for example, Central Banks – to which commercial banks would be held liable in case of
insolvent debtors’. This gives rise to two points.

6For instance, the funds might be targeted at reducing future climate change risks, as hypothesized in Bednar et al. (2021); or for addressing
welfare distributional issues associated with carbon pricing.
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First, central banks (for example, the Bank of England), control money supply and can create ‘base money’
through open market operations (e.g. buying or selling government bonds). However, for the most part, com-
mercial banks take deposits and use these deposits to lend to borrowers (subject to central bank requirements
to maintain a fractional reserve to cover depositor repayments): this increases the money supply beyond the
base money issued by the central bank (see Bateman & Allen, 2022; McLeay et al., 2014). It is proposed to
adapt these concepts and approach to the issuance of CROs. Thus, we propose commercial banks will issue
CROs to reflect the level of a customer’s emissions; they will apply their normal credit risk evaluation to set
the rate of interest they charge; they will need also to maintain a reserve with the central bank to cover –
not repayments – but the risk that their customer does not honour the CRO, as in such a case, that obligation
falls to the commercial bank as issuer.

Second, a question arises whether the role envisaged for central banks would come within their respective
mandates. In this respect, analysis shows ‘significant differences in central bank mandates’ Dikau and Volz
(2021), highlighting also that ‘central banking activities depend in practice not only on the formal mandate,
but also its interpretation, which can be ambiguous’.7 Dikau and Volz found there is ‘a particularly strong case
for central banks to respond to climate change risks as part of core macro-financial stability mandates’,
however, going beyond this to use its powers to actively ‘green’ the financial system and economy, would
depend on a central bank’s legal mandate. They conclude that, rather than a central bank intervening to
address market externalities, the preferred solution would be removing that market failure, for example, by a
carbon pricing mechanism that internalizes the social cost of carbon emissions.8 These authors note that the
Bank of England (BoE) under Mark Carney had accusations of ‘mission creep’ levelled against it in relation to
its stance on climate risks, notwithstanding the terms in which the objectives for the BoE’s Monetary Policy Com-
mittee were set out (i.e. to support the government’s economic policy and objectives for growth) and Carney’s
support for carbon pricing Dikau and Volz (2021). Thus, such concerns could be addressed through government
policy and legislation, by providing for internalization of the social cost of carbon through carbon debt/CROs.
Giving effect to such a government policy, the BoE (or other central bank) would not be straying far from tra-
ditional core roles of safeguarding financial stability and supporting wider economic objectives.9

A further initial observation is that, in terms of climate policy developments and, in particular, emissions miti-
gation policy development, the suggestions in this paper could integrate with a carbon border adjustment
mechanism (CBAM) just as readily as an ETS could do. Determining the emissions, resulting from production
of the relevant imported goods would be the same, irrespective of whether the mechanism to attach a price
to those emissions (that is, the carbon border adjustment) was done through an ETS or by issuing CROs.

3.2. CRO framework functioning

The CRO policy framework introduces a demand side (carbon debt/CROs) and a supply side (removal units),
thus intimating the formation of a market (‘CDR market’).

3.2.1. Demand side
Under the CRO policy framework, obligations to accurately measure emissions from economic activities above a
minimum threshold would need to be mandatory across all sectors of the economy or, at least, all those sectors
whose emissions are considered significant enough to generate carbon debt and as a result, be included in the
legal framework. These measurement and reporting obligations imply a role for a registry, or alternatively, the
obligations could be integrated into an expanded corporate financial reporting regime.10 The service providers

7Dikau and Volz (2021), section 2. The authors made detailed analysis of 135 central bank mandates and compared them to arrangements and
responsibilities adopted by the central banks in practice.

8The Proposal and the framework for implementation in this paper advocate this via introduction of carbon debt and the CDR market.
9While reference is to the Bank of England, the principle could be extrapolated to other central banks and their mandates. Additionally, there is
scope for broader consensus through bodies such as the Financial Stability Board (FSB), Bank for International Settlements (BIS), and the
Network for Greening the Financial System (NGFS).

10There are increasing public policy developments in this respect taking place already, for instance: (1) the International Sustainability Stan-
dards Board (ISSB), established at COP26 to develop a comprehensive global baseline of sustainability disclosures for the capital markets,
launched a consultation on its first two proposed standards. One sets out general sustainability-related disclosure requirements (Exposure
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and other existing infrastructure for measuring, reporting and auditing CO2 emissions would need to be scaled
up to ensure capacity for a significantly expanded role. Apart from reporting standards, accreditation of report-
ing and verification services providers would improve outcomes.

Recognizing that a parallel operation of conventional carbon pricing and the CRO framework would be poss-
ible during a transition phase, as discussed in section 2 in the Supplementary Information, here we follow the
approach that once the RC carbon budget for Paris Agreement alignment is exhausted, then:

i emissions = carbon debt;
ii one metric tonne CO2/CO2e emissions = one CRO.

By defining carbon debt as a financial debt, corporate and financial market regulators also would have roles
in addition to central and commercial banks and these are roles they are assuming already (IFRS, 2023). In
relation to a mechanism for CRO allocation, accounting, auditing and related management, commercial
banks would set up CRO accounts for their emitter-customers (based on the last annual reported emissions)
just as they might normally set up deposit accounts for those emitter-customers if they were borrowing money.

The central bank would require each commercial bank to hold a ‘reserve’ account facility with it on which it
would charge a CRO Base Premium (interest at a base rate). The mechanism through which the CRO Base
Premium, or ‘cost’ of the carbon debt, is charged to commercial banks, would be determined by the central
bank. By way of illustration, for instance, a commercial bank’s CRO reserve account facility with the central
bank might be charged Base Premium interest to reflect the amount of CROs issued by that commercial
bank to its emitter-customers. Thus, it would reflect pricing of the risk to the central bank of the commercial
bank failing to acquire the equivalent amount of removal units that would be required to discharge the
issued CROs. For example, calculation of the CRO Base Premium – in addition to the modelling aspects dis-
cussed in section 2.1 – might be based on the spot contract for removal units, or even a forward contract
(e.g. 3-month futures contract) with daily reconciliation.

For their customer-emitter entities, the CRO Commercial Premium would be determined by the CRO issuer
bank, based on normal credit risk evaluations. A possible mechanism for issuing CROs is shown diagrammati-
cally in Figure S2 in the Supplementary Information.

Emitters with CROs on their balance sheet for which they must pay a CRO Premium would need, in
accordance with their obligations to repay the carbon debt, to acquire units generated by projects that
remove CO2 from the atmosphere.11 Thus, the need to repay carbon debt, in accordance with the conditions
of the CROs on the emitter entity’s balance sheet, will drive demand for removal units and hence, funding for
development of CDR projects to generate the removal units. Recognizing the demand, it is anticipated that
banks and other financiers will fund CDR projects that generate removal units for purchase by holders of
CROs.

3.2.2. Supply side
Minimum technical, assurance, governance and management requirements would be introduced by a standard
for CDR projects, with the aim not only to ensure integrity and quality of outcomes, but also to foster a role for a
class of professional managers, who would be tasked to ensure CDR projects continued to satisfy those require-
ments.12 The requirements would address technical characteristics such as delivery risk and quality/integrity
risk (e.g. permanence; saturation risk; timing of removals; leakage risk; long-term management requirements;
co-benefits; as well as a number of other characteristics).13

Draft IFRS S1) and the other specifies climate-related disclosure requirements (Exposure Draft IFRS S2), see IFRS (2023); (2) The U.S. Securities
and Exchange Commission announced proposed rules to require disclosures about a company’s governance, risk management, and strategy
with respect to climate-related risks. Moreover, the proposal would require disclosure of any targets or commitments made by a company, as
well as its plan to achieve those targets and its transition plan, if it has them (US SEC, 2023).

11For simplicity, referred to here as CDR projects generating removal units.
12In terms of the length of this project management commitment, there is a clear parallel with the role performed by pension fund managers.
13The aim would be that each project would generate removal units equal to or better than a minimum regulatory requirement, which would
be based on a national standard or, ideally, an international standard for such.
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In addition to legal governance of CDR delivery and quality/integrity risk, requirements might also include
the standard of project management to be maintained; and accounting and cost coverage requirements (see
Table S4, Supplementary Information). These elements could generate disclosure and transparency require-
ments, with the entities managing the projects obliged to provide information on project performance and
risk issues, project structure and response mechanisms for any risks, thus further encouraging development
of the professional standard of management.

Standard-based removal units would facilitate a smoother running, more efficient physical market for pur-
chasers by reducing transaction costs for emitter entities needing to satisfy and remove CROs from their
balance sheet. The removal units could be transacted more readily using a Master Agreement with transaction
specific matters (parties, volume, price) dealt with in a term sheet, thereby reducing the legal complexity and
transaction costs.14 A more efficiently operating market might be expected to encourage greater participation,
facilitating more competitive cost reductions and a more rapid scaling up of the CDR project sector.

CDR projects generate removal units, minimum requirements for which could be prescribed by regulation
(applying the national, or an international standard: see the Supplementary Information). The removal units,
notwithstanding meeting the commitments set out in the standard and regulation, would nevertheless demon-
strate different characteristics, depending on the method applied by the project (e.g. delivery risk based on per-
manence, and saturation risk; tonnage removal units per annum; scheduling of delivery). Importantly, elements
such as co-benefits (including features that may not avail themselves to being priced directly, but nevertheless
add to the value of the project and removal units generated by it, e.g. environmental improvement, biodiversity
enhancement) would be taken into account. Thus, not only would different methods generate removal units
with price differences in the market, but any co-benefits would also give projects differing profiles and so
be factored into the removal unit pricing according to the preferences of the various market actors.

3.3. Interaction of public and private sector actors

It will be critical that an established marketplace is functioning robustly well before CROs are required to be
included in emitting entities’ financial accounts. For this to occur, there needs to be significant scaling up of
CDR projects; and an initial learning-by-doing period of CDR market operation. These two aspects are comp-
lementary and could be part of the transitional measures governments put in place to foster development
of the CDR market. Putting in place the necessary legal instruments that give rise to binding financial commit-
ments would be an integral initial part of this process.

Thus, the primary initiative to implement the CRO policy framework will need to come from government. All
the same, the process of implementation could generate significant engagement with the private sector, in par-
ticular with private finance facilitating rapid scaling up of the CDR sector, as well as generating substantial
revenue for hedging future risk (through CRO Premium payments on carbon debt being set aside for that
purpose).15

In relation to the finance sector, for example, if commercial banks have the role envisaged by the Proposals,
by ‘extending CRO credit’ to their emitter-customers, a new financial market would be created, including poten-
tial for subsequent securitization of portfolios of CROs to free up capital.16 Similarly, to the extent that the banks
and lenders extend debt finance to the project owners/developers, another financial market would be gener-
ated, again including potential for the initial lenders to securitize loan portfolios to free up capital.

The opportunities for these secondary markets suggest potential private sector interest. Equally, develop-
ments such as these could promote greater transparency, since performance reporting, delivery, quality/integ-
rity and other matters would need to be defined in commercial documents (for example, prospectuses,

14Similar approach to that of the International Swaps and Derivatives Association (ISDA) Master Agreement.
15There are parallels in the financing of nuclear waste management, for example see: World Nuclear Association, National Policies and Funding
(WNA, 2023); and OECD Nuclear Energy Agency(NEA, 2021); and also the building of sovereign wealth funds. On the other hand, historic
failures in many jurisdictions to provide for mine site rehabilitation provide examples of cost legacies left for future generations of taxpayers.

16As a matter of policy, governments may be reluctant to have commercial banks move the responsibility for the CROs held by their customers
off the bank balance sheets by securitizing, unless certain elements of obligation remain with the bank or are adequately provided for
through parallel mechanisms.
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regulated by corporate law) in relation to any secondary markets, providing an additional layer of governance
screening. Development of a class of management professionals could encourage growth and governance in
the CDR sector.

The public sector and private sector roles, and how they might interact, are illustrated in Table S2, in the
Supplementary Information.

3.4. Legal implementation of the CRO policy framework

Clearly, implementation of the CRO policy framework needs to be initiated by government. While other sectors,
particularly the private financial sector, will have important roles, as a first step, adoption of policies and leg-
islative action are needed to set the course for and incentivize such fundamental changes.

All the same, as outlined here, the legislative actions required could be relatively straightforward. Subject to
resolution of some preliminary elements, the legal framework envisaged could be implemented by a package
of three instruments:

i an enactment of primary legislation;
ii development of a national (or international) standard; and
iii secondary legislation (a regulation) to adopt the standard and implement the primary legislation.

For these purposes, it is herein contemplated that the jurisdiction where the framework is being
implemented is the United Kingdom. All the same, the three instruments could be adapted to fit the lawmaking
arrangements of other jurisdictions. Details of the three instruments for implementation of the legal framework
envisaged by the CRO policy framework are illustrated in text and related Tables S3, S4 and S5, in the Sup-
plementary Information.

The preliminary elements to be resolved would be first, the specific temperature increase target: e.g. 1.5, 1.7,
2.0°C or another; second, the global RC carbon budget to stay within that target given a specific likelihood;
third, when the global RC carbon budget will be expended, based on the rate of emissions; and consequently,
agreement on the date when emissions = carbon debt (or on TDI carbon budget and parallel operation of the
CRO framework, as discussed in section 2 in the Supplementary Information).

Notwithstanding the usual free rider and leakage problems, while there is no reason why an individual gov-
ernment could not make a determination of these elements for its own policy purposes, it would clearly be
better for there to be regional or, ideally, multilateral or broad international determinations on a consistent
basis. All the same, apart from the first, which involves a specific choice (although, to some extent, already
resolved by commitments of governments to align with the Paris Agreement target), these elements would
resolve themselves with the passage of time.

4. Discussion and conclusion

The CRO policy framework sets out mechanisms by which substantially more ambitious near-term decarboni-
zation complemented by earlier deployment of CO2 removal technologies might be achieved. This mechanism
is innovative not only in its intention to place the climate change mitigation pricing levers in the hands of the
traditional managers of financial and price stability, namely central banks; more so, it is innovative for the cor-
ollary of integrating climate change mitigation response management far more into the economic mainstream,
treating carbon debt as financial debt, hence accounting for the externality of carbon emissions as part of core
economic and financial management. In so doing, it begins to address a fundamental challenge of climate
change policy, namely the question of intergenerational equity, by the application of the PPP. The legal
basis of the PPP will be further extended as climate targets become legally binding in many countries (Black
et al., 2021). In line with this principle, the implementation of the CRO policy framework requires relatively
straight-forward legislative measures to adjust existing legal structures.

The proposed CRO policy framework implies that conventional carbon pricing through ETSs or carbon taxes
will become obsolete in the near-term as the RC carbon budget becomes depleted. Rather than seeking to
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integrate CDR into ETSs (Rickels et al., 2020; UK Government, 2022), which is associated with several technical
difficulties (Burke & Gambhir, 2022), policymakers should strive for intertemporal mechanisms such as the CRO
framework. The implied potential for separate price levels for CDR and ERs might entail efficiency gains if
endogenous technological change is considered.

We have illustrated that CRO pricing fully builds on existing modelling practices, which need to be further
improved to get a better understanding of joint Earth system, socio-economic and technological risks. Details
remain to be further elaborated and teased out, including additional attribution mechanisms for overshoot
risks, as well as the integration of non-CO2 GHGs. Moreover, the degree of public involvement in a framework
that builds on markets and privately held removal obligations needs to be further investigated.

In this article, Section 3 adds substance by offering the outline of one possible pathway for implementation.
The proposed CRO policy framework sets out a demand side (carbon debt) and a supply side (CO2 removal
units), thus intimating the creation of a CDR market. In so doing, it points to a way in which the CDR sector
can be scaled up to the degree necessary if the limits on global warming targeted by Paris Agreement
Parties are to be achieved. The primary initiative must come from government putting in place policies and
legal instruments to generate confidence that a robust CDR market is in place before carbon debt and
removal obligations take effect. While inter-jurisdictional collaboration and consistency (for instance, in the
case of the Standard, being under the aegis of the International Organization for Standardization) always
holds out the possibility for better outcomes, the framework, instruments and mechanisms outlined here
could be applied initially on a jurisdiction-by-jurisdiction basis, without detriment to the potential for develop-
ment of a global CDR market in the longer term.

We conclude that the CRO policy framework characterizes feasible and necessary mechanisms to respond to
the increasing evidence and warnings, in particular from the IPCC, of the need to drawdown CO2 emissions and
scale up removals, if average global surface temperature is to be stabilized within the targets envisaged by the
Paris Agreement.
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